
TINE Release 4.0 News 
(Aug 5, 2011: That was the month that was !) 

“What a long, strange trip it‟s been ….” 



Release 4.2.5 

 Improvements in version 4.2.5 
 Adding/Editing history/alarm configurations 

on-the-fly ! 

 New Data Type: CF_KEYVALUE  ! 

 New Console Command: which ! 

 Potential tagged structure problem fixed. 

 MatLab API addition: tine_readimage() 

 .NET news: C# documentation 



Release 4.2.5 

 Bug Fixes (C-Lib) 

 Client Side : 
 Multiple identical links involved CF_IMAGE where 

not copying data correctly ! 

 Situation can occur in MatLab ! 

 Posible collisions using user-defined structures 
now checked! 

 
Server 1:  

“MyStruct” 

  float a; 

  float b; 

  float c; 

  float d; 

Server 2:  

“MyStruct” 

  float d; 

  float c; 

  float b; 

  float a; 

Client Solution: 

„discovered’ 

structures keep an 

additional server 

„key‟ list to identify a 

structure ! 



Release 4.2.5 

 Bug Fixes (java) 

 A notification problem with dependent 

Links during a server timeout period was 

fixed (thank you, Stefan May). 

 The boolean data type now behaves 

properly within ACOP transport ! (thank 

you, Kirsten). 



Release 4.2.5 

 Embellishments (C-Lib) 
 Console command „which‟ now available 

 e.g. which ENS 



Release 4.2.5 

 Embellishments (C and java) 
 Stock Property “ADDHISTORY” 

 Adds/Edits selected Property to the local history table ! 
 Volatile! New Record will vanish on server restart 

 Operators use the Archive Viewer to Add/Edit records and 
then inform those responsible. 

 Stock Properties “ALMDEFS” and 
“ALMWATCHTBL” now also take input! 
 Adds/Edits selected property to watched Alarm List 

 Edits selected Alarm definition (e.g. severity) 
 Volatile! Changes will vanish on server restart 

 Operators use the Alarm Viewer to Add/Edit records and 
inform those responsible. 



Release 4.2.5 

 New Format Type (from DOOCS) 

 CF_KEYVALUE 

 Behaves like a „free string‟ 

 Parse-able as “key: value” 

 Java: Class KEYVALUE 

 get/setKey(), etc. 

 What is this good for? 



MatLab News 
New Routine: tine_readimage() 



.NET News 
Documentation for C# is there ! 



COSY News: 
 Central Archive Database Manager 



COSY News: 
 Generic Event Archive Viewer 



The Magic of Structures 

 Tagged structs ultimately composed of 

primitives 

 byte, char (ansi), int16, int32, (int64), 

float, double 

 Can employ any TINE data type (except 

CF_HISTORY). 

 Deliver/Receive atomic data sets ! 

 Field names describe the contents ! 



The Magic of Structures 

 Compound Data Types 
 e.g. FLTINT, NAME64DBLDBL, … 

 Structure known a priori (good for SunRPC) 

 Unclear what fields contain 
 e.g. FLTINT a value-status pair or a value-timestamp 

pair or what? 

 e.g. FLTFLTFLTINTINTDBLNAME16 
 Yuck! 

 Like Tagged structures with generic tags 
“FLTINT”, etc. 

 Widgets may or may not know what to do with a 
specific compound data type. 

 



Tagged Structures 

 C, C++: 
Tag Name: 

Specified in API as 

“TEST1” 



Tagged Structures 

 Java: 

Tag Name = Class Name: 

“TEST1” 

 

Otherwise: use constructor 

which passes a tag name 



Tagged Structures 

 .NET (e.g. C#) 

Tag Name = struct Name: 

“SineInfo” 

 

Otherwise: use constructor 

which passes a tag name 



Tagged Structures 

 MatLab: 
Tag Name registered with 

API: “MlabInf” 



Tagged Strutures 


